BREATHING SPACE
from his hands. " I'm glad to have proved my
theory: but you mustn't rate my brain-work too high.
They used to have these things in kitchens: in fact,
I've seen one before. t Water-supply and refuse-shoot
in one. Primitive, but very convenient." He sighed.
" A cascade in a cellar is strange. Well, we've got
to the bottom of that, Now let's look for some other
curious feature—an unnecessarily low doorway, for
instance. And when we've found one, we'll try and
account for that/'
" You weren't wasting your time, then," said I.
" In a sense I wasn't," said my cousin.   " Unless
and until they can decode that cipher, we've got to
depend on our wits.   And as, to be perfectly honest,
I don't know where to begin, I propose to go looking
for problems and then try and work them out."
" You're afraid of that cipher/' said I.
"I won't say that/' said Hubert.   "But unless
you're an expert, a cipher can break your heart.
And suppose there is some code-word which is hidden
in Holy's brain. ..."
• I could not argue with him, for I knew no more of
ciphers than the man in the moon: but I lately
discussed the matter with a man who has in his time
deciphered many a message hidden in code. From
him I learned how great were the odds against Olivia
and PaJin, working without any tables or other aids:
indeed, he compared them to two children seeking to
cross some desert which no patrol would essay without
compass and map.
Though we worked till sundown that day, the only
thing we found was that the plans of the castle had
served their turn. While they showed every chamber
and passage—and so had helped us much—they were
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